ERP Solution
Textile Industry

cistex
A complete ERP system that allows
information to enter at a single point
in process & updates a single shared
database for all functions

Why CISTEX?
Increase operational efficiency, maximize cash flow
& ROI.

Ability to calculate based on volumes, liquor
ratios, pickup percentages, residual volumes and
standard losses.

Reduce order-cycle times.
Always maintain inventories at proper levels.
Reduce wastage of Materials.
Make quick business decisions using real-time.
Manage in-house and job work production. React
to changing business needs swiftly.
Integrated module that guides the efficient
scheduling of all dyeing, printing and finishing
activities.
Calculation for batch or continuous dyeing,
printing and coating.
Support of dye / print / finishing formulas and
recipes, allowing for dynamic adjustments.
Different items using the same recipe can be
included in one dye lot.
Accurate definition of component usage by
percentage of weight or quantities per volume.

Accurate tracks of actual dyeing and printing
components consumption.
Quality improvement with reports of variances
for dye-house performance analysis and costing
recalculations.
Direct connection to scales to manage and control
weights.
Complete visibility across all areas of production,
from issuing raw materials to putting away the
finished product.
Support of both forward & backward scheduling, or
a combination of both. (priority to the ‘bottleneck’)
Allocation of completed job steps to next
production step or to customer orders.
Supports internal, external, multi-item, multi-batch
production.
Exports to Excel for easy reporting.

Core Module of CISTEX
General Ledger

Purchase

Accounts Receivable

Inventory

Accounts Payable

Fixed Assets

Sales

Payroll

Production Module of CISTEX
Raw Material
Module
òò Planting
òò Cultivation
òò Harvesting
òò Ginning

Weaving
Module
òò Purification and
Pre-Finishing

Garments
Module
òò Design

Wet Processing
Module

òò Pattern Making
òò Pattern Grading
òò Lay Planning

òò Sizing

òò Spreading

òò Desizing

òò Cutting / Sewing

òò Sourcing

òò Cropping

òò Bleaching

òò Pressing

òò Mercerization

òò Quality Assurance

òò Dyeing
òò Screen Printing
òò Chemical Finishing
òò Sanforization
òò Block Printing
òò Raising
òò Calendering

Shipping
Module
òò Warehousing
òò POS / Distribution

Head office (Karachi)
CIS House - 91/B
Muhammad Ali Cooperative Housing Society (MACHS)
Tipu Sultan Road, Karachi 75350, Pakistan.
Tel: +92-21-34533312, 34521329 , 34521379
Mobile No: +92-346-2424319
Lahore Office
424, Jeff Heights, Main Boulevard,
Gulberg III, Lahore, Pakistan.
Tel: +92-42-35782213
Mobile No: +92-346-2424309
U.A.E Office
Dubai Silicon Oasis,
Dubai, UAE.
Tel: +971-56 3243872
Email: info@cispl.com
Website: www.cispl.com
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